
children. The WHO guidelines for children recommend
reaching at least an average of 60 min per day of physical
activity (PA). Several studies show a correlation between
parental education (PE) and children PA levels. This study
aims to analyse the influence that PE has on childrens’
sedentary lifestyle and PA habits in Italian society.
Methods:
We conducted a cross-sectional analysis among 428 children
aged 6-11 recruited in a primary school of Calderara di Reno
(Italy) in 2017. Children’s and parents’ information were
collected at baseline (i.e. age, BMI, occupation, instruction).
PA level and SB were evaluated using a weekly diary
investigating screen time (PC and TV), sports practice and
active play (i.e: running, jumping, riding a bike, etc.). We
investigated the relationship between lifestyles and PE (high
school degree or lower vs college degree or higher) through
multiple linear regression models adjusted for age and gender.
Results:
Our models show that fathers’ educational level is not related
to children’s SB. PA habits and weekly sports activities are not
related to PE. On the other hand, higher mothers’ educational
level shows to be linked to a decreased TV screen time
(p = 0.003) and time spent using a computer (p = 0.035).
Notably, older children spend more time using PCs or devices
(p = 0.001), net of confounding variables.
Conclusions:
Our findings show that mothers’ educational level positively
influences children’s lifestyle. This result might be related to
the fact that, in the Italian context, mothers are usually the
principal children’s caregiver influencing their daily routine. In
light of this, mothers might be considered a primary target
when implementing public health interventions to reduce
children’s SB.
Key messages:
� Higher mothers’ educational level is positively associated

with healthier lifestyles in children, in particular in
determining a less sedentary behaviour.
� Fathers’ degree of education does not display any impact on

children’s attitude toward sports and PA.
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Background:
One of the main aims of the project ‘Peer education as a tool to
reach and involve families and schools in the promotion of
healthy lifestyles of children’ - funded by the Italian Ministry of
Health - is the web & social media (SM) content analysis
relating to children’s eating habits, physical activity and
sedentary behaviours. By discovering which influencers deal
with health topics, when, how, and through which channels
they do it, countermeasures can be planned, if needed,
foreseeing better users’ health literacy. This ‘web and social
listening’ and its analysis are even more relevant now at the
pandemic, as the parents’ use of the web and SM has increased.
Methods:
Four areas of interest were selected: nutrition, physical activity,
sedentary lifestyle and overweight. For each, keywords were
defined to search for relevant content (mention). The data
were collected between May and December 2020.
Results:
The mentions collected were 38.146. Of these, 29.666 were
used to contruct the panel of 3.100 citations subjected to
qualitative analysis. The main Preliminary Results:

- Source type: social media 48%, web 52%. 45% of SM content
were from Twitter, Instagram (40%), Facebook (14%) and
YouTube (0.3%). Facebook accounts had the largest audience
– Audience profile: 62% women and 38% men; 51% of these

were 45-54 and 30% 35-44 years old
– The most relevant words were: physical activity, children,

children’s snack, correct nutrition
– References to the topic ‘COVID-19’ in the mentions

collected concerned 14% of the analysed content
– The main organisations, by volume of citations, were: World

Health Organisation (12%); National Institute of Health
(6%); Italian Food Union (6%); Istat (5.5%); Doxa (5%);
OKkio alla Salute (5%); Ministry of Health (4%); Coldiretti
(4%); UNICEF (3%).

Conclusions:
The results will contribute to producing indications for health
promotion and increasing Internet users’ health literacy.
Key messages:
� Women are the main users of the topics investigated.
� Children and adolescents’ health was the central theme in

the mentions collected relating to Covid-19.
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Purpose:
In this study we investigate whether individuals’ BMI
categories are associated with life satisfaction (LS), how this
association is affected by the social comparison that indivi-
duals make, and what the role of the overall BMI levels in this
process is.
Methods:
We use data for 21,577 men and 27,415 women, collected in
2016 by the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, from 34 countries in Europe, the Middle East,
and Central Asia. To mitigate a selection bias into specific BMI
categories, we use inverse-probability weighted regression-
adjustment estimators. To understand the moderating effect of
contextual environment we use multilevel mixed effect logistic
regression models and data for national, regional, and cohort-
specific BMI levels.
Results:
We find that the association of BMI and LS differs by gender,
with overweight men reporting higher LS than men with
normal weight, and obese women reporting lower LS than
women with normal weight. For contextual effects, we find
that in the regions with low BMI levels underweight men have
higher LS than underweight men in regions with high BMI
levels. As for women, the effect of obesity on LS is not observed
in regions with overall high BMI levels. Conversely, obese
women in regions with low BMI levels report lower LS.
Conclusions:
Our study adds additional nuance to the quality-of-life
research by showing that the association between BMI and
LS is, at least partially, moderated by the contextual
environment, and that the character of these effects differs by
gender.
Key messages:
� The association between BMI and LS is moderated by the

contextual environment.
� The character of these effects differs by gender.
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